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Wouldn t it be nice to always have exactly the right kind of map, whatever your needs may be? You

will, with the uniquely versatile DeLorme Atlas & Gazetteer Series. These topographic atlases cover

individual states with the most comprehensive detail available, including back roads, backwater

lakes and streams, boat ramps, forests, wetlands, trailheads, campgrounds, public lands, prime

hunting and fishing spots, and countless landmarks and points of interest. You ll also find a wealth

of information on everything from family outings to wilderness adventures. The Atlas & Gazetteer is

ideal for outdoor recreation, business travel, home or office reference, and countless other uses.
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This Atlas, like all in the DeLorme series of Atlas & Gazetteer references, are wonderful map

resources. A wealth of information is included. If anything, the level of detail, coupled with the

topographic information, may seem a bit too much at first glace (if you are new to these guides). But

if you're willing to spend a bit of time with the maps, you will find these guides to be very useful.In

addition to the maps and the useful indexes and cross-references, these guides include listings or

location sources for hiking, camping, fishing, recreation areas, unique natural features (waterfalls,

bridges, caverns, natural areas, etc.), bicycle routes, horse trails, etc. And of course, GPS (Lat/Lon)

coordinates are printed on each map.Although the scale of these maps demand it, it would be nice if

the guide book dimensions were a bit smaller. At 11" x 15.5", it's a good size book, so it's not quite

as easy to stow in the backpack or the motorcycle storage area, etc.Overall, these are excellent



guides for any traveler or outdoor enthusiast.

Bought new TN and GA atlases, after owning and using FL, TN & NC atlases for years. Took a trip

this weekend . . . and ended up using the OLD TN atlas instead of the new one.Why?The new one

was missing expected updates. I guess the time Delorme spent REMOVING the overlap into NC

counties consumed all their version update time. Yep, that's right. The new one has LESS coverage

than the old one.Feels like a company that's decided to exploit its past reputation for quality, in order

to fob off reduced quality product on gullible customers (like me!).

This is the usual high quality state map that Delorme publishes. My only complaint is that some of

the maps ( page 33 and 34) are, not incorrect, but somewhat out of date. The state highway 840

which now connects I 24 and I 40 is only shown as complete up to just past I 65. I have not

examined other places, so that is the only discrepancy I've noticed. Still Delorme publishes great

state detailed maps!

This atlas is very comprehensive with a lot of details included that some do not provide. I bought it

for my husband because he's a motorcycle riding coach and likes to plan out ride routes with the

most curvy roads! He is very satisfied and likes that it even includes "back roads"!

Lots of detail. I enjoy it. I'm no traveling expert by any means, but I can learn a lot around me, and

also use a compass to get through the woods (don't try that alone, please).Everyone should have

an Atlas of their region, somewhere, and maybe more down the toad for the places you travel to.I do

like this one, though.

This gazetteer is invaluable for exploring Tennessee's byways and out-of-the-way places. Over the

past few years I've picked up gazetteers from around 20 states. I do so whenever I plan on

spending enough time in a state that I have time to do some serious exploration of the area. While a

roadmap may be okay if one is just traveling through on a major highway, this gazetteer is

invaluable for anything more than that. I found this especially true in Tennessee where the roads are

not laid out on a grid pattern. Quite often I was able to get someplace quicker by discovering a

shortcut that didn't show up on any roadmap. In addition to showing just about all the roads,

including gravel roads, the gazetteer marks state parks, campsites, places of interest, every little

hamlet, little lakes and ponds, and much more.



This is a must-have for anyone who wants to sway from the beaten path. It gives a bigger picture

than your gps, which helps to find the best way to get there. Boat ramps, camp sites, secondary

roads...it's very useful.

I really love the DeLorme Atlases (although, the Recreational versions are much more helpful than

the general type.) Like other sources, this one was not a great reference publication for my vacation

plans. Once again, scenic drives were displayed without any true details, like exits, overlooks, etc.

Once again, I could have saved my money and just picked up free maps at the visitor centers.Btw,

the delivery date was within the range of time given, but it was totally incomprehensible why it took

so long (I was trying to map out stays in order to map reservations asap.) Two atlases did ship

together - with full shipping costs as individuals - in an envelope that was torn in several places.

Luckily, there was no damage to the books.
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